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1. Introduction

“Primary health care” is a political concept widely defined as “the mobilization of various forces in society (health professionals, institutions, lay people) around an agenda of transformation of health systems that is driven by the social values of equity, solidarity and participation”; “primary care” instead refers more specifically to technical aspects of the Care and services delivered by the health system, more toward evidence-based medicine [van Weel 2012, WHO 2008b, Kruk 2010].

Good primary care foundations furnish a number of benefits to a health system: better health for the population served, broad and equitable access to services, preparedness, an appropriate approach for disease prevention, and financial protection [Piterman 2005, WHO 2000]. Peculiarities of primary care are in fact first-contact care, ease of access, care for a broad range of health needs, continuity, and involvement of the family and community [“Declaration of Alma-Ata” 1978, Kekki 2006, Starfield 1992, van Well 2012, Kruk 2010].

Primary care systems have been frequently compared to secondary care-centered systems [Atun 2004, Engstrom 2001, Health Council of the Netherlands 2004, Macinko 2003, Starfield 2005]. Well organized primary care systems seem better able to tackle the new challenges of modern societies and the changing pattern of disease than hospital-oriented health care [WHO 2008a/b]. Furthermore, by guiding patients through the system, primary care physicians (PCP) become a key element to better address and respond to the needs of patients along with an understanding of a patient’s concerns with their health and care, which in many ways is patient centered care [van Weel, 2012, Schafer 2011]. Indeed primary care enables access to care for the general population as well as for specific groups [Uiters 2009].

Moreover the implementation of some primary care measures (e.g. having a primary care physician as a regular health care provider, the availability of community health centers focusing on primary care, etc.) was found to be beneficial in terms of health outcomes [Franks 1998, Starfield 1992, Starfield 2005, Villalbi 1999, Kruk 2010].

A national health system founded on primary care can therefore theoretically improve the possibilities of performance because:
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- primary (unlike secondary) care plays an integrative role;
- health care is more accessible;
- it reinforces the relationship between primary and secondary care;
- care is better appropriated, as based on an evidence based approach;
- all health care resources are organized and rationalized by targeting the promotion, maintenance, and improvement of health.

2. Primary care and public health

Primary care and public health medicine originated in the nineteenth century, with PCPs evolving as separate clinical specialists; although, this emergence had commonalities [Piterman 2005]. This broad area of medicine developed in response to issues of urbanization, as a result of the changing needs of the community, the birth/expansion of epidemiology and integration of evidence-based medicine [van Well 2012, Hannay 1993].

However physicians with strict clinical responsibilities and lacking formal public health training did not have the management background required for public health positions. Public health medicine was responsible to set targets, allocate resources, evaluate progress, control communicable diseases, and promote health. Public health specialists were the main source of medical advice for health authorities.

Preventive services, which most commonly include, but are not limited to, immunization, health promotion, disease prevention and family planning, were initially assigned to medical officers responsible for health in Great Britain in 1919. However, service fees being collected by PCPs to provide this preventive care at the same time were encouraged as well [BMA 1993, Hannay 1993].

Primary care and public health medicine have been pursuing different paths, with PCPs having little epidemiology training and public health doctors hardly noting how PCPs were becoming more formally responsible for promoting health and preventing disease in Great Britain [UK Faculty of Public Health 1992].

The relevance of primary care in modern health systems can be perceived by the budget recently allocated by the British government into the Primary Care Trusts (PCT), the centre of the UK National Health System (NHS) responsible for spending around 75-80% of the total NHS budget [NHS 2010].

The paths of primary care and public health medicine have recently come closer: epidemiology was given credibility by clinical contact, and PCPs were made responsible for health promotion and disease prevention for the first time at the end of last century in Great Britain [Morrell 1991]. In the attempt to further attenuate these barriers postgraduate master’s courses became available to PCPs and public health physicians were appointed managers at primary care services [Hannay 1993]. Nowadays both PCPs and public health doctors are responsible for preventing disease and promoting health. PCPs deal not only with the clinical management of the general community, but they also serve as front line public health officers. Today PCPs need to work within the broader context of “primary health care”, requiring approach of medical care for individual patients combined with health promotion of populations [Hannay 1993]. Also, the integration of primary care and
Public health is important for tackling health inequalities, especially in areas with low social cohesion.

3. Preventive medicine and health promotion in primary care

As cost containment occurred in health care today there has been a shift from curative toward preventive medicine, with the aim of keeping and maintaining health rather than waiting until illness occurs to treat the patient.

Preventive care’s main focus is on diseases prevention, which also requires skills in populations and community medicine beside clinical medicine. However, as they see the individual rather than the population many PCPs do not receive proper training in preventative medicine.

Albeit the ultimate target is the individual, either public health services or primary care clinical facilities could take responsibility for organizing primary prevention programs (e.g. health education or immunization campaigns), secondary prevention programs (e.g. screening or targeted health education) and tertiary prevention programs (e.g. health surveys to document unmet needs) [Starfield 1996].

3.1 Non communicable diseases

Beside the positive aspect that most people nowadays live longer, the ageing population in developed countries is generating a number of relevant consequences: health issues have today shifted from acute/communicable diseases to chronic and long-term conditions, as well as being lifestyle related [Schafer 2011]. Non-communicable diseases (NCD) represent a significant and unfortunately growing burden worldwide. Chronic conditions as neuropsychiatric disorders, cardiovascular disease and cancer account for most of the burden of disease [WHO 2008c]. In the past NCD mainly afflicted developed countries, but nowadays they have become a major health problem in the developing world too and will become even more widespread. Developing countries are indeed shifting towards a western lifestyle of unhealthy diet and physical inactivity and this will enhance the rate of NCDs [Wagner 2011, Lam 2012, Hu 2011]. Although some conditions do not cause death, it is important to take non-fatal conditions into account, when assessing the causes of loss of health in populations and the disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) lost [WHO 2012a]. These factors are critical in enhancing the quality of life. Moreover it is important to note that chronic disorders appear to be correlated with each other, as suggested for cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) and neuropsychiatric conditions [Preisig 2011].

For the prevention and management of chronic conditions there is evidence that primary care is more cost-effective as compared to secondary care [Baicker 2004, Franks 1998; Welch 1993]. The integration of primary care, social care and family context of patients is an ideal approach to support people in self-managing their long-term conditions and to facilitate their living longer at home and in the community [Boerma 1998, Gress 2009].

CVD prevention is a good example in illustrating how primary care could be effective in disease prevention.
Risk factors for CVDs are established; although, some of them are not modifiable (namely age, sex, genetics), for others much can be done in terms of health promotion to eliminate/attenuate the underlying risk [Mitchell 2010]. Smoking, poor diet and lack of physical activity are indeed the main causes for CVDs. The consequences of an unhealthy life style are well known: overweight; unbalanced ratio total cholesterol/HDL and elevated blood pressure [Katzmarzyk 2004].

Reduction of CVD risk can be effectively accomplished by smoking cessation, a reduced intake of saturated fatty acids (that will ultimately decrease the level of LDL and total cholesterol), a reduced salt intake (beneficial for hypertension) and consuming fruits, vegetables and foods rich in fibers and micronutrients that can be protective against CVDs. An hypo-caloric diet along with physical activity are also protective against obesity and may result in improvement of the cardiovascular system [Britton 2011]. Primary care is an ideal setting to efficiently deliver health education programs aiming to target all the above preventive measures, thanks to the continuous, privileged and long-running clinical contact of PCPs with their patients. One of the problems today has been to prescribe statins as a substitute, from a practical prospective, rather than addressing the underlining causes (e.g. obesity).

Drinking (alcohol) education and smoking cessation are reportedly difficult tasks to achieve. Despite numerous advances in tobacco-dependence treatment, U.S. adult smoking prevalence and quit rates have indeed stalled [Abrams 2007, Orleans 2007, Golubust 2008]. According to Levy [2010] the annual smoking cessation without any intervention is estimated as being 4.3%, reaching a rate of 4.5-10% with corporate health education campaigns requiring great effort and resources. Furthermore relapse rates after cessation are reported to be as high as cessation according to Hughes [2008], Hajek [2009] and Anderson [2009]. Yet efforts to prevent teens from taking up smoking have shown no evidence of long-term effectiveness [Wiehe 2005]. This is also seen for some occupational groups (e.g. asbestos abatement workers) where there has been no change in smoking rates over the last 20 years despite strong and repeated warnings and education [Lange 2011].

Furthermore prevalence of binge and heavy drinking among adults in the United States has been practically constant from 1993–2009, with approximately 5% of the total population drinking heavily, while 15% of the population binge drink [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention - CDC 2012]. According to a review conducted by Foxcroft [2003] about the effectiveness of short- and medium-term primary intervention for alcohol misuse in young people, no firm conclusions have proven to be possible. Health education campaigns have failed to achieve significant public health results over time in reducing alcohol misuse.

New corporate strategies should therefore be planned to tackle smoking and alcohol misuse, combining health education campaigns involving different key figures (PCPs, pharmacists, the media, school teachers, counselors) with Government measures such as sales regulation and taxation. Moreover recent recommendations from the WHO indicate workplace health promotion as a pre-requisite for sustainable social and economic development for nations as a strategy for prevention [WHO 2012b]. As people spend more time at work today it is also
important to involve occupational physicians in these multi-agency teams aiming at health promotion.

The workplace is in fact an environment where:
- a substantial percentage of the general population accrues;
- informal leaders and officials are delegated to promote health and safety at work;
- individuals (workers) are more receptive to health education.

Hence the workplace health promotion would enable to reach all of those individuals with difficulties in seeing their PCPs during their working hours. However PCPs remain essential figures to deal with the rest of the population, especially elderly and children.

Although not mentioned in the WHO Comparative Risk Assessment (CRA) module of the Global Burden of Disease [Ezzati 2002, The Lancet 2011], the ethnical background [Cruz-Flores 2011] and the educational level and socio-economic status [Agardh 2011] of patients appear to be correlated with chronic conditions or influencing other risk factors as smoking [Harris 2011] or obesity [Seidell 1997]. Health education should therefore cautiously be planned considering these variables.

Another aspect that cannot be ignored by PCPs is being a “good example” for their patients in terms of health behavior. It has in fact been shown that endorsement of physical activity is more credible coming from a health professional that also practices physical activity. PCPs should practice physical activity themselves, not only for their own benefit, but also as a stimulus for their patients [Abramson 2000, Orrow 2012]. The same concept applies to smoking, drinking and diet.

Despite the need of further improvement, mortality for CVDs and in some ways diabetes in various Western countries has reached overall good results [WHO 2011, Reaven 2011, Rosamond 2012], thanks to the health care resources allocated and the public health campaigns deployed over the past years. By contrast, in many developing countries type II diabetes is growing at epidemic levels [Hu 2011, Lam 2012]. Overall, prevention of type II diabetes through health education aiming at moderate diet and lifestyle modifications should be a primary function of PCPs and falls in the basic domain of public health [Schulze 2011].

Furthermore in Eastern European countries that have attempted to transform and up-date their healthcare systems over the past two decades, just after the fall of communism, CVDs still account for the vast majority of deaths in these areas [WHO Europe 2004, WHO 2011]. Since the 1990s, policy makers in Central and Eastern Europe have supported reforms leading towards primary care [Windak 2005]. Also in other countries of Europe, such as Spain, Greece and Portugal, reforms of health systems have aimed to strengthen primary care [Campbell 2005]. There is now a strong need for evidence to monitor and support these developments in Europe.

Integrated approaches have been proposed focusing on the main common risk factors for a range of chronic conditions: CVDs, diabetes and cancer: unhealthy diet, physically inactivity and tobacco use [WHO 2012b].
However, the health achievements obtained for CVDs and diabetes have not been met in cancer prevention. In fact malignancies are becoming the leading cause of death in high-income countries. The crossover of cancer to heart disease mortality has indeed been recently reported in US [US National Center for Health Statistics 2006], New Zealand [New Zealand Information Service 2003], France [WHO Europe 2004,WHO Global infobase] Spain [WHO Europe 2004], Canada [Statistics Canada 2009] and Netherlands [Statistics Netherland 2008]. These figures highly suggest failing outcomes in cancer prevention combined with rather effective measures to tackle and prevent CVDs. However, environmental pollution may also be playing a factor in a lack of change or even increase for cancer rates.

As of behavioral risk, previous observational studies showed that cancer could be prevented by a high intake of fruits and vegetables; however the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition cohort (EPIC, 142,605 men and 335,873 women) provided evidence of a very small inverse association between fruit and vegetable intake and cancer risk [Boffetta 2010]. Likewise, in two prospective cohorts (71,910 women in the Nurses’ Health study and 37,725 men in the Health Professionals’ Follow-up Study) healthy eating based on a fruit and vegetable diet proved to be effective in reducing CVDs but not cancer incidence [Hung 2004]. Furthermore, as mentioned above, satisfying and long lasting results in the reduction of alcoholism and smoking cessation are hard to reach. Ex-smokers also continue to have an elevated risk of developing lung cancer for a number of years after smoking cessation [Anthonisen 2005, Ebbert 2003], probably as a result of absence of further insult on epithelial cells rather than reversal of existing disease or genetic changes [Anthonisen 2005].

Despite all this evidence, the Union for International Cancer Control (UICC) still suggested in 2005 the same key risk factors for cancer prevention: tobacco and alcohol consumption, weight/high BMI, sun exposure, and infections [UICC 2005].

Apart from trying to improve the current public health strategies against drinking and smoking, new research should be devoted towards innovative approaches for cancer prevention (e.g. chemo-prophylaxis [Hobhom 2009]) that could be applied in more effective anti-cancer health promotion campaigns.

### 3.2 Communicable diseases

Initial cases of infectious disease are usually seen at the primary care level [Hogg 2006, Glasgow 2008]. This makes the PCPs an important sentinel in disease identification and reporting. Without a good understanding of infectious disease and epidemiology, such events can be easily missed. This requires the PCP to be an investigator of infectious diseases most often without a full picture of the actual event. Such diseases have been recently shown to impact the health care industry, especially for those events involving highly infectious agents such as influenza [Winchester, 2009], tuberculosis [Sablan 2009] or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) [Lange 2005]. Early detection can mitigate a disease’s spread and reduce the potential of an epidemic [Wong 2005]. Although such event is uncommon on a regional or global scale, outbreaks commonly occur at the local level [Lau 2010]. Primary care can provide an invaluable contribution for the initial identification of an outbreak.
For example, this can be seen for occurrence of pertussis (Bordetella pertussis). Today, even many of the diseases considered to be associated with childhood are now occurring in adults (e.g. pertussis) [CDC 2003]. Here such events are generally related to a lack of preventative practice, in this case failure to adequately vaccinate or failing in determining the current status of vaccination level. This can even be extended to the occupational environment where a pertussis outbreak occurred in a group of oil refinery workers [CDC 2003].

In most cases, outbreaks at the local level are most commonly associated with food poisoning. In locations where reporting is mandatory, it has been found that actual notification is poor with a trend even declining [Day 2007]. Such practices do not allow the full realization of disease rate and can perpetuate an endemic event. This becomes even more important with the finding that there are 200 cases of gastrointestinal disease for every 1,000 registered patients a year in England [Day 2007]. However, the delay in laboratory reporting sometimes can be considerable. For example, in Australia there is a 19 day delay for Bordetella pertussis and many PCPs have a poor understanding of the time line and process, especially on its impact for controlling a communicable disease [Allen 2000]. As a result the spread of a disease can be magnified, especially one that is high communicable, as influenza [Khan 2012]. Information and reports from PCPs are key components in establishing disease registrations and surveillance along with describing events for estimating future trends [Day 2007]. As mentioned, these preventative activities apply not only to patients but those in occupations that are at risk (e.g. health-care workers, industrial populations). A lack of preventative measures at the occupational level can allow a local event (epidemic) to occur. PCPs can be effective in preventing infectious disease through health education, by informing patients on preventative practices. One of the key domains in this regard is vaccination against traditional diseases such as tetanus toxoid, hepatitis B, mumps, measles, rubella, diphtheria, polio, meningitis, Haemophilus influenza, pneumococcus, yellow fever and (more recently) varicella [Bilcke 2012]. Proper vaccination, especially against continuing and emerging-related diseases remains an important area for PCPs, frequently forgotten with consideration given to more high technology activities [Venkat 2012]. Evaluation as to whether a patient’s vaccine schedule is up-to-date is a fundamental practice in primary care.

Another important mechanism to reduce the transmission of various infectious diseases is hand-washing [Bencho 2006].

4. Environmental and occupational medicine

Occupational diseases (e.g. particulate induced asthma) are major hazards which can mostly be prevented [Rosenblatt 2005]. Since they are most likely to be the first to encounter patients with these types of problems [Weevers 2005], PCPs are in many ways gatekeepers in recognizing and in some ways preventing environmental and occupational diseases. However, as their focus is on clinical identification and treatment of the disease, PCPs are normally not trained to recognize occupational diseases. In environmental and occupational medicine the critical point is not a clinical diagnosis of the disease, but rather the etiological diagnosis (e.g. agent of causation) [Cegolon 2010b]. The answer to four easy questions in
occupational medicine history taking is helpful for an initial assessment of the possible disease causation [Agius 2000, Cegolon 2010b]:

- **Temporal relationship**: What is the time lag between the initial exposure and the start of the symptoms?
- **Dose-effect (time) relationship**: do the symptoms improve if the patient is not exposed any longer (e.g. if he/she changes work duties or is on holiday?
- **Dose-effect relationship**: do the symptoms worsen if the patient carries out specific duties or works in areas characterised by high levels of exposure?
- **Strength of the association**: are colleagues affected by the same symptoms related to the same exposure?

As environmental pollution and the number of chemicals/agents in the occupational environment increase, it can be hard to establish a relationship between a disease and a specific agent. This can be magnified when interactions among different exposure agents are considered. Identification of this nature is often required by regulatory and insurance agencies for compensation and future prevention [Liss 2011]. Initial assessment may be possible by the type of personal protective equipment (PPE) used by the patient; in fact there are different forms of PPE and each has varying value in providing protection against harmful agents [Health and Safety Executive -HSE 1999, Garrod 2003, Agius 2000, La Dou 2008]. Much of this can be accomplished through obtaining an adequate medical history.

Most of these diseases are duration related; therefore, a history of time and concentration exposure is required to suspect an environmental and occupational disease/diagnosis. Nevertheless, recognition and understanding the causation of occupational diseases is critical, as the latency period often makes it difficult to assess the exposure.

What is of even greater importance is the prevention of future disease cases in the population and origin of the patient. This practice is only slightly within the realm of primary care. However, PCPs are an important resource to alert others more directly responsible for preventing such occurrences.

This also requires an understanding of changes in recognizable diseases related to the work environment, as the case of asbestos in the western world. Historically, asbestos has been considered a contributor to occupational respiratory disease. However, due to controls and better understanding of this mineral agent, those engaging in its abatement (asbestos abatement workers) have low exposure and little or even no risk of developing disease directly as a result of this agent [Lange 2011]. What have become of importance in disease causation for this occupational population are confounders such as their personal habits (e.g. smoking) and risk characteristics, aspects so far mostly ignored with focus on actual asbestos exposure. These concepts are continually changing and require PCPs to keep up-to-date their current knowledge in the areas they practice. PCPs must therefore assess the actual disease risk through evidence-based medicine.

5. Global health

It has been estimated that environmental causes account for about 25% of global related diseases [Gehle 2011]. Global warming and an increased level of pollutants on a world-wide
basis are changing the biometric characteristics and the environment in various geographical locations in an unpredicted manner. Change in the global environment has therefore brought about a difference in diseases seen in primary care. For example increased heat stress and related events not normally seen in different areas are now emerging [Hajat 2010]. Depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer has led to increased solar UV-B radiation at the surface of the earth leading to increased human exposure to UV-B radiation with consequent detrimental and beneficial effects on health, most notably on the eye (cataract) and the skin (cancer) [Norval 2011]. A rise in infectious disease rates will also be likely impacted by global and regional warming/pollution [Semenza 2011]. Furthermore, the extent and severity of asthma is increasing, requiring a larger number of visits and more aggressive treatments [Rosenblatt 2005]. This change in rate and severity cannot be offset by immunization and may even be magnified by changing patterns of influenza and other infectious diseases. These new scenarios will increase the primary care workload, as these conditions will be handled in many ways by PCPs. Many of the culprits of this climate changes are beyond controls of medicine, but the outcomes will have to be dealt with by those at the front line.

As populations increase, primary care will grow in importance, as for some it may become the only form of care accessible. Furthermore primary care will also likely change its role, as may need their PCPs to acquire additional sub-specialization.

For instance the health effects of hot weather are quickly becoming a global public health challenge of this century [Hajat 2010]. As heat related diseases are largely avoidable, various public health protection measures have been put in place in some cities across the world, with particular emphasis on preventive strategies for susceptible individuals [Keatinge 2003]. In particular it is fundamental for physicians and pharmacists to be prepared for effective prevention, first-aid treatment and knowledge of possible adverse effects of medicines prescribed during hot weather [Hajat 2010].

Overall, PCPs in the future will have to include a more comprehensive (global) approach in the management and diagnosis of diseases, as in some cases a condition is unrelated to the actual individual but their environment. The old approach treating a condition without a holistic view not considering possible underlying causes seems to be obsolete.

6. Research in primary care

Research in primary care is becoming more relevant, as it offers the opportunity to examine huge samples, more representative of the general population. PCP networks in many countries allow collection of large national electronic databases to be employed for several purposes: academic primary care research; disease monitoring; population’s needs assessment; tracking changes over time (trends) and in response to interventions; pharmacological-vigilance; health care evaluation; infectious disease surveillance; outbreak investigation; clinical trials; etc [Medicine and Health Care Products Regulatory Agency - MHRA]. Most electronic health databases are used in pharmaco-epidemiologic studies [Schneeweiss 2005]. The General Practitioners Research Database (GPRD) for instance is an international electronic medical record system including basic demographic details, medical records, drug history, and prevention records. In addition to its comprehensive contents, linkages to external registries (e.g. Cancer Registry or Hospital Episodes Statistics database) are also made possible by sophisticated encryption procedures [Majeed 2004]. Access barriers to these national electronic databases should be reduced in order to make more data available for research. These data
have great potential as research tools and can help in maximizing the outputs: in particular academic research and health care delivery [Chun Chen 2011]

Primary care research allows a more pragmatic approach than conventional randomized control trials (RCT, often funded by pharmaceutical companies and based at tertiary centres), as it provides a more realistic assessment of drug use and reflects a shared decision between PCPs and their respective patients. Patients’ experiences with drugs in “real world” clinical practices are indeed particularly relevant. Furthermore primary care doctors rely on clinical judgment and experience to weigh the risks and benefits of trials [David 2008].

7. Primary care in prospects

Despite primary care aims at equity in the access and distribution of health services [Wilkinson 1990], recent research suggested that PCPs treating wealthier and more educated patients may be better trained clinically and may have more access to important clinical resources than physicians treating less affluent patients. Further research should be conducted to address the extent to which these differences may be responsible for disparities in health care [Bach 2004].

In western societies we are assisting a progressive individualization, with citizens becoming more autonomous in their decisions and less dependent and linked to their social environment [Mills 2007]. These societal developments are bringing people to stay more at home and being independent, but are also weakening social relations and cohesions [Schafer 2011].

Patients nowadays are more knowledgeable about medicine, demanding a higher standard of care and willing to get involved into health care decision making. More information is indeed nowadays available, especially through the internet [Groenewegen 2008, Schafer 2011].

The increasing relevance of markets in health care is having an impact on the competition at work, with health care workers expressing less trust in their colleagues and as a result generating a more fragmented work environment [Groenewegen 2008]. This is not helpful for the management, for instance, of chronic and long term conditions where integration and cooperation between the various health care providers involved is recommended. Cooperation, good relationships between primary and secondary care and integration of care between organizations are more important than competition [Schafer 2011].

There is considerable variation in the organization of primary care across Europe. Albeit this is positive as countries can learn from each other, there is also a need for a European infrastructure to support training and integrate primary care action. For instance some European countries are still lacking academic primary care programs and academic institutions, invaluable instruments to monitor health outcomes and evaluate health systems [De Maeseneer 2010].

Modern primary care needs to evolve from a family business into a larger, corporate organization, both at the national and international level [Schafer 2011].
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"Both among scientists and clinical practitioners, some find it easier to rely upon trivial explanations, while others never stop looking for answers". With these surprising words, Augusto Murri, an Italian master in clinical medicine, reminds us that medical practice should be a continuous journey towards knowledge and the quality of care. The book brings together contributions by over 50 authors from many countries, all around the world, from Europe to Africa, from Asia to Australia, from North to South America. Different cultures are presented together, from those with advanced technologies to those of intangible spirituality, but they are all connected by five professional attributes, that in the 1978 the Institute of Medicine (IOM) stated as essentials of practicing good Primary Care: accessibility, comprehensiveness, coordination, continuity and accountability. The content of the book is organized according to these 5 attributes, to give the reader an international overview of hot topics and new insights in Primary Care, all around the world.
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